
Our company is hiring for a personal banking. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for personal banking

Onboard information into deposit pro platform system for basic checking and
money market accounts adding signers and maintenance on these accounts
Assisting field staff with recommendations of product sales appropriate for
the client relationship
Provides excellent customer service through processing teller transactions,
opening new accounts, and delivering on other customer service needs
The teller aspect includes but is not limited to accurate cash handling skills
associated with processing large cash deposits/withdrawals, balancing a cash
drawer, redeeming/negotiating cash instruments processing various
consumer and commercial transactions
Customer service responsibilities may include accepting wire agreements,
accepting stop payment orders, and fraud/theft response combined with a
strong working knowledge of all products and services available to provide
resolution to customers’ concerns or needs
The new accounts aspect includes but is not limited to assisting customers
with account questions, responding to customer inquiries on related issues
and providing product/service information
Reviews daily reports and performs maintenance on accounts, as needed
Actively participates in selling bank products and meets company sales goals
Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of new account systems and
thorough knowledge of required account documentation requirements and
disclosures
Performs other duties and projects as assigned by the market or region
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Effective sales management skills are essential, along with the ability to
influence and motivate others
To be successful in this role you must have a minimum of 3 years' experience
working in a branch with experience in mortgages
An ability to thrive in a busy, customer orientated environment, enjoying the
challenges and rewards involved in dealing with hundreds of different
customers with hundreds of different queries
Having a talent for talking to people, understanding what they need,
identifying ways for us to help and providing a great service
An ability to prioritise work to maximise every minute of the day
Ability to balance the demands of paperwork with meeting and talking to
customers


